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Name. The Arabic name Ø§Ù„Ø¹Ø±Ø§Ù‚ al-Ê¿IrÄ•q has been in use since before the 6th century. There are
several suggested origins for the name. One dates to the Sumerian city of Uruk (Biblical Hebrew Erech) and
is thus ultimately of Sumerian origin, as Uruk was the Akkadian name for the Sumerian city of Urug,
containing the Sumerian word for "city", UR. An Arabic folk etymology for the name is ...
Iraq - Wikipedia
Contemporary languages. The most widely spoken language in Iraq is the Arabic language (specifically
Mesopotamian Arabic); the second most spoken language is Kurdish (mainly Sorani and Kurmanji dialects),
followed by the Iraqi Turkmen/Turkoman dialect of Turkish, and the Neo-Aramaic languages (specifically
Chaldean and Ashuri).. Arabic is written using the Arabic script and Kurdish is written ...
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